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CHAPTER V 

CONLUSION & SUGGESTIONS  

A. Conclusion  

After indetified and analyzing all the data, the conclusion were 

drawn as following:  

1. Based on the result from the speech, it is found that there are 

material process is (49,46%), mental process is (5,37%), Relational 

process (32,25%), behavioural process (2,15 %), verbal process 

(6,45%), and existential (4,30%). The material type was the 

prominently process used by Joko Widodo while the behavioural 

type identified as the most little process applied in Joko Widodo’s 

Inauguration Speech. It was occurred because mostly of the Joko 

Widodo’s utterances consisted of six process stated about his 

commitment or promise that had the purpose to bring the audience 

around. Moreover his utterances in the speech more emphasized as 

persuading to do an action. So the material type was the process that 

more discovered instead of the other process. 

2. The analysis was also aimed to find the ideology in the Joko 

Widodo’s Utterances. It was implemented the theory of CDA calle 

with the Fairclough’s framework in determining the ideology had 

the inclination to the political ideology influenced over the 

audience. Based on the result had investigated. Joko Widodo tended 

to spread the socialism out where it was constructed as his approach 
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to share a view to the audience. It could be found from how Joko 

Widodo wanted to give good service from the bureaucracy to the 

public , and give the opportunity to the young people who did not 

get job because it had been given away to the foreign employees 

and asking the audience to help together in resolving the problem in 

Indonesia. 

3. Suggestions 

Based of the conclusion, suggestion are offered as follow: 

1. Theoretically,  it suggested for the researcher who wants to 

know interreletaed theory of studies about Transitivity Process 

in Joko Widodo Inauguration Speech.  

2. Practically, it suggested for the students of English and 

Literature department to learn more about Transitivity Process 

in Joko Widodo Inauguration Speech to improve their 

knowledge, also suggested for the reader who wants to know 

more about transitivity process on Joko Widodo  nauguration 

speech. 

  

 

 

 

 


